HUMAN RIGHTS IN HONG KONG – INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT

ABSTRACT Human rights in international relations are defined by the boundaries between individual states and regions, as well as the most important theories of international relations. The assumption of their universal character often finds no reflection in the foreign policy of states, especially the strongest ones. The most important players and theories do not question the existence of human rights as such, however, their role and place in international relations are interpreted differently. Human rights in Hong Kong, the meeting place of the West and Confucianism in the context of globalization, may become the litmus test of the intentions of the world powers and their vision of a World Order in regard to human rights.
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INTRODUCTION

Human rights are an expression of respect for human dignity. At the same time, they are a political concept: they constitute the denominator of the shared values, and their interpretation and hierarchy result from historical and cultural circumstances. Their objective use in foreign policy leads in the long run to a weakening of the purpose for which they were introduced into international relations: strengthening international and global security. Competition between the two strongest powers, the United States and China, poses a contemporary challenge to the security and stability of the World Order. Their attitude to human rights and the role and place of these rights in such an order have become one of the principles that organize this order.

World politics in the context of human rights seems to be focused on Hong Kong, an autonomous region under the rule of China, with a colonial past and dependence on the Western state of Great Britain. Examination of the attitudes of the two most important powers towards human rights implemented on the island, with its specific cultural, social and political context, will allow for extrapolation of the principles guiding China and the United States in East Asia, in other regions of the world and at the global level.

The paper consists of six parts. Methodology of research and conceptual framework give the theoretical basis for further considerations; Hong Kong as a link between the West and East Asia and Human Rights as a tool to maintain influence in Hong Kong are to explain the problem and to verify the hypothesis. The literature of the subject is rich and consists of academic articles, monographs, documents, and international agreements.

METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH

Human rights are an important reference in any theory of IR. In international relations, a far-reaching simplification is often used, saying that realism relates mainly to power, and liberalism to human rights, and their implementation is closely related to level of democracy and the rule of law. This does not mean that there is no place for human rights in realism; on the contrary, they are one of the elements of the implementation of the state’s foreign policy, but in the event of their collision with the state’s interests, the latter take precedence. In constructivism, the interests of the state derive from identity and values, and in the light of this, Western states will naturally promote human rights. China, or Hong Kong, a Confucianist, should emphasize collectivism as well as the regional specificity of the approach to human rights and undermine the assumed universal nature of human rights enumerated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

When talking about human rights, one should also take into account the English School, and in particular its division into pluralists and solidarists. Referring to the international community, the former emphasize that this concept is not the same as the universal community of humanity. States remain separate and sovereign entities, and the differences between them, also in terms of HR interpretation, are a welcome phenomenon. Solidarists, on the other hand, promote the assumption that human rights are universal. They deny that human rights, as a product of Western civilization, are used instrumentally to maintain and strengthen its own domination. On the contrary, because they are equal, they strengthen the position of all states.3

However, when considering the international context of human rights in Hong Kong, realism will be the leading theory on the world map, which is extremely important both geopolitically and geoeconomically. The acceptance of the importance of human rights in international politics and in the liberal order created after World War II results largely from political pragmatism. China does not deny human rights as part of the international landscape, but offers its own interpretation of them. For the United States, human rights are not only a moral value, but are one of the foundations of a world order based on their values. They are also a pillar of international security. This does not mean that the US avoids politicizing them; researchers point out many inconsistencies in the foreign policy of this state and a rather tactical use of human rights for the implementation of its particular and immediate goals.

The theories of international relations in the paper are necessary to consider not only the meaning of human rights in international relations, but also to characterize the environment in which states build their power. For the analysis of the international context of human rights in Hong Kong, the most important are the actions taken by two competing powers: the United States and China. While the former aims to maintain the World Order it has designed, the latter aims to redefine and reconstruct it. Therefore, the relations between them that take place on a global level and focus in Hong Kong as a lens will be considered in terms of the theory of realism and structural realism. The starting point for considerations will be the foreign policy of great powers based mainly on power, which is constituted by their material resources, and the role of values and identity is often criticized. Since states operate in a specific system, their capabilities will depend not only on these resources, but also on the ability to transform the structure of the system, or to change their position in an unchanged system.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH REVIEW

The above considerations may lead to a dichotomous division of the world, in which we are dealing, on the one hand, with the West, represented by the US, and with the Rest of the World, which might be represented by China. The order in this

context would be based not on individual states, but on the powers around which blocks of influence have developed or have been created. Such a structure may resemble the Cold War Order, and the West in such a system will cease to be the center of globalism.\(^4\) The actions of the USA and China in relation to Hong Kong can be translated through the prism of geopolitics and geoeconomics, as concepts of such geostrategic competition.

Geopolitics is one of the great theories of IR. Mackinder’s definition not only launched a geopolitical debate, but provided the core of several of the most important foreign policy concepts in history, including the Doctrine of Containment and unilateralism of the US in the early 2000s.\(^5\) According to this author, geopolitics is a political process based on the assumption that the world is permanently divided into individual zones, each of which has a different function.\(^6\) Also the geopolitical concept of Nicholas Jonhn Spykman,\(^7\) the author of the rimland theory, according to which control over this area is a condition of domination in Eurasia, which in turn translates into global hegemony. Both seem to be applicable in international relations, in particular in the search for an explanation of the US and China’s policy towards Hong Kong. It combines three elements: geography (the human factor in the form of ethnic relations, location, and access to resources), history (the specificity of political, cultural, and economic relations, as well as the approach to foreign policy) and strategy (goals, means, and consistency of own and the others’ national actions).\(^8\) Geoeconomics is treated as a result of geopolitical development and its extension to international economic relations. Conflicts between states, apart from political goals, began to be concerned with the access to markets, distribution of national and international goods.\(^9\)

The race between the US and China takes place in the conditions of progressing globalization, which some call westernization. Globalization is a process that strengthens the interdependence between states and non-state actors, such as individuals, firms, international corporations, and international organizations, and leads to the strengthening and intensification of relations between them. Relations in the sphere of economy, culture, and politics are intensified as a result of dynamic changes in communication, transport, technology, and the flow of means of production.\(^10\) Globalization seems to mirror the principles characteristic of the West and creates conditions in which Western states have a privileged position. In practice,


non-Western states use the mechanisms of globalization to build their own position. Trade liberalization creates opportunities for each of them. Norms, rules, and institutions accompanying globalization regulate relations not only on a global but also on a regional level.\textsuperscript{11}

Human rights not only represent moral principles, but being built on principles and values, they form the basis of the World Order created under the leadership of the United States after World War II. The World Order can be defined as a reflection of the social order in which we see such a distribution of the components that allows the implementation of the most important values for a given community and at the same time prevents the implementation of those that would be harmful to the order.\textsuperscript{12} In the definition of World Order by Kissinger, an advocate of realism in international relations, such principles and values represented by a given entity (power, region, civilization) can be incorporated on a global level. Its implementation would be guaranteed by standards, rules, and institutions or a balance of power at times of crisis.\textsuperscript{13}

Human rights are an expression of respect for human dignity. At the same time, they are a political concept; they constitute the denominator of the shared values, and their interpretation and hierarchy result from historical and cultural conditions. Defined universally, they can be found in many documents, including the United Nations Charter and the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights. They are divided into three generations: political and personal, economic, social and cultural, and solidarity ones. They function as norms of international law, and states are obliged to create conditions and mechanisms for their implementation in regard to their citizens.\textsuperscript{14} Human rights are also implemented in the perspective of regional concepts, which are thought to complement the universal concept. The Asian concept of human rights differs from the Western one. Moreover, one cannot talk about an Asian civilization, but rather about many of them. According to Samuel Huntington, the societies of East Asia emphasize their own uniqueness and superiority not only in relation to the West, but also in relation to the values of the societies in other parts of the continent.\textsuperscript{15}

Human rights research in Hong Kong focuses on specific issues, such as corruption and the rights of sexual minorities, but also on Hong Kong as a place where there is acceptance of universal values with a simultaneous attachment to Chinese traditions.


The problem of human rights in Hong Kong became important especially after June 4, 1989, when mass student demonstrations to express support for their fellow-students in Beijing took place. The human rights issue has become the subject of public debate, mainly in the context of Hong Kong’s incorporation into China. Susanne Weigelin-Schwiedrzik\textsuperscript{16} points to several factors that made human rights an integral part of the identity of the Hong Kong people. Being first a Chinese city under colonial influences and then an international (global) city under Chinese influence, Western values are easily assimilated, while maintaining strong ties with Chinese culture and tradition, the primacy of the social over the individual. Lack of significant social conflicts and antagonisms as well as homogeneity and focus on getting rich meant that the people of Hong Kong did not pay too much attention to human rights in the past. Eliza Lee\textsuperscript{17} notes that autonomy and pluralism do not contradict collective values, they protect the basic community, i.e. the family, from excessive state interference, and she points out that this, and the wrongly dichotomous juxtaposition of Confucianism and the West, is key to understanding the problem.

The author of this paper assumes that human rights in Hong Kong have become part of the world political and economic game that leads either to maintain the existing liberal order or to create a new one in which human rights will play a different role. The analysis is limited to presenting the needs, interests, and goals of the two powers, however, this does not mean that they are the only entities striving for hegemony at the global level.

Basing on the above, the author proposes the following hypotheses:

I. Hong Kong is the link between the West and East Asia, and due to geopolitical and economic conditions, friction between the United States and China has focused there, which is particularly visible in the perception of human rights.

II. Human rights are one of the tools of influence in Hong Kong used by both the US and China.

The verification of the above hypotheses requires answers to the following research questions:

1. What is the role of human rights in US global politics (with particular emphasis on Hong Kong)?
2. What role do human rights play in China’s world politics (with particular emphasis on Hong Kong)?
3. What are the differences between the Western and East Asian concepts of human rights?
4. How important are the social protests for human rights in Hong Kong for world politics?


HONG KONG AS A LINK BETWEEN THE WEST AND EAST ASIA

Hong Kong, along with Taiwan, Singapore, and South Korea, is included in the group of *Asian tigers* – economies that are intensively developing, while rejecting the principles of development rigidly controlled by state. This model did not result from historical and cultural, but geopolitical and geoeconomic conditions. It was more pragmatic than ideological, focused largely on resilience and durability, and did not resemble the Asian and Western versions in a similar degree.18

In the case of Hong Kong, the US priority is to preserve the autonomy of the region, and for China, it is to prevent foreign influence. Human rights are part of the geopolitical and geoeconomic game, part of the US policy towards China and vice versa. The preservation of the Western hub in this part of Asia is in the interest of the US. Due to the high level of development and welfare of the people of Hong Kong and the place that the region occupies in the global economy, there is no need to defend the human rights of the second generation. This is in line with the American vision of human rights, in which first-generation personal and political rights and freedoms are of utmost importance. China fears the loss of Hong Kong as a result of the actions of a social movement relying on external support. As a hybrid of East and West and at the same time a link between them, the region is attractive to both sides, and the picture of global competition is focused here as in a lens. This is both a threat and a challenge for the two powers.19

The status of Hong Kong, taken over from Great Britain in 1997, was set out in the Sino-British Joint Declaration and the Basic Law from 1984. In Article 3(2) of this document, the parties agreed that *The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region will enjoy a high degree of autonomy, except in foreign and defense affairs which are the responsibilities of the Central People’s Government.*20 The human rights arising from this provision are developed in Appendix I to this agreement.21 The Basic Law of 1990,22 enacted by China, set up the rules of operation of Hong Kong after its takeover from Great Britain. It guaranteed that the capitalist system and the way of life of its residents would remain unchanged for the next 50 years. Hong Kong’s economy has survived the

---

21 Ibid.
Asian and global crises unscathed, and the financial sector remains the third strongest globally, after London and New York. It is not only prosperity but cultural development that makes its global citizens take up the fight, aware of their rights.23

In particular, issues of cultural rights remain in the area of friction between the US and China. The latter took steps to promote Chinese values in schools and universities. Mainland China’s economic and social transformations may blur the differences in value, if we assume that globalization is largely westernization. China is trying to control the process of building a network society as well. Policy towards Hong Kong cannot be viewed in isolation from changes in the Global Order. It is part of the US broader strategy, not only towards China but to reduce an imperial overstretch24. This dichotomous and at the same time simplified perception of decisions and actions is applied to China, and to other authoritarian states, depending on their place in US foreign policy. Since 1997, human rights in Hong Kong have guaranteed that this region belongs to the Western world. The rights became a “hostage” of political arrangements and the takeover of the island from Great Britain. The commonality of values is the basis of the globalization of US foreign policy after World War II. Sharing these values by various states was to make the international environment more predictable. The US has rarely fought against a particular state, but rather against hostile values, such as communism, imperialism, which is an element of American exceptionalism. In the case of Hong Kong, the US is not fighting as much against China as for the rule of law and respect for human rights.

By promoting its own vision of the Global Order, China not only undermines the existing liberal system, but also criticizes the Westphalian system. The Chinese model of Global Order, tianxia, proposes to eliminate differences between states by accepting them. You should start by looking at the constituent parts (state) from the perspective of the whole (world) and then try to connect them together. What is international should be treated as global.25 Tianxia also criticizes democracy, which is perceived as largely based on the wishes of individuals who are manipulated by the election campaign process or by public opinion polls. It is not a suitable way of expressing the will of the people, which should instead be determined by observing social processes. The level at which democracy functions is also important: while it can work as a systemic solution for individual states, it cannot be an organizing principle for the global order. Tianxia proposes to create a new order and a universal institution that reflects new values. While Western institutions are built on the levels: individual-community-state, the Chinese proposal is to build on the division: tianxia-state-family.26

The preview of China’s proposed global solution is visible in Hong Kong despite the preservation of a different political and economic system, a strong civil society that was built and established in the times of British dependence, and a very strong social support for democracy and universal human rights, expressed among others in the form of protests within the Umbrella Movement. “One country, two systems” solution seems to be fragile and temporary. Initially the West hoped that human rights and prosperity would spread from Hong Kong to China, but the exact opposite is happening. In the Chinese Communist Party, there is concern that liberal patterns will be readily welcome by the people of mainland China. In the US, there are voices in favor of active support for the Umbrella Movement; a support that should not be only unilateral but multilateral on the part of liberal states. The US Congress in particular is cited as an entity supporting democratic activities both in Hong Kong and in China itself.27

In the United States-Hong Kong Policy Act (1992), the US defined the importance of human rights in this policy in the following words: the human rights of the people of Hong Kong are of great importance to the United States and are directly relevant to United States interests in Hong Kong. A fully successful transition in the exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong must safeguard human rights in and of themselves. Human rights also serve as a basis for Hong Kong’s continued economic prosperity.28 The promotion of democracy and human rights in Hong Kong was to be carried out with the allies involved in the region and belonging to the West: the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, Japan, and the Republic of Korea, which was repeated in the revised version of the Act in 2019.29

In the recommendations on US-China relations to Congress, it was recommended in the case of Hong Kong, among other things, to amend the 1992 Agreement in such a way as to guarantee the province’s independence from China. It was also recommended that members of Congress express their support for human rights such as freedom of expression and the rule of law in meetings with officials, legislators, civil society, and business representatives.30

Hong Kong occupies a strategic place in the US policy not only towards China and the Far East, but also in the context of the changes in the World Order and HR are an important element of this policy. This is confirmed by domestic and international documents that have been concluded or passed by the United States. However,

the question remains whether their enforcement is a priority. After the tragic events in Tiananmen Square, the US has made human rights a priority only once. On May 28, 1993, President Clinton made the extension of the most favored nation trade clause with China dependent on the country’s progress in human rights. China’s negative reaction and the threat of sanctions forced the American leader to withdraw. Interestingly, the Chinese efforts were effective thanks to the support of business circles both in the US and in Hong Kong. The US policy towards Hong Kong is clearly divided into conflicting issues of security and economy on the one hand, and democracy and human rights on the other. This runs counter to the idea that human rights are for security.

In response to violent events in Hong Kong in fall 2014, Daniel Russel, Assistant Secretary for East Asian and Pacific Affairs of US Department of State, emphasized in the US Senate committee that their bilateral relations are based on three pillars: common values, economic and cultural relations, and interpersonal ties. Apart from the freedoms that are typical for the West, implemented in Hong Kong, the main focus of the speech was economic interests. The region has a receptive, albeit small, market for sales and investments of American companies, a strong position in the Asian financial market, is a member and a loyal partner in such multilateral institutions as APEC and WTO. In line with the aforementioned “one country, two systems” principle, it has commercial and judicial subjectivity separate from China. Despite the lack of a separate foreign and defense policy, it is free to build cooperation with the US in the field of export control, combating terrorism and weapons proliferation, money laundering, and anticorruption measures. The strength of the relationship may also be demonstrated by the intensity of travel, exchange of students, lecturers and journalists. An open society and the rule of law is a condition for the continuation of this cooperation, and therefore the US decided to support Hong Kong and the postulates of universal suffrage. Interestingly, American politicians stated that the intended talks should include not only the Chinese and Hong Kong authorities, but also the protest movements. At the same time, allegations that the US participated in initiating the protests were denied.

On October 3, 2020, in an immediate response to mass detentions of protesters in Hong Kong, Morgan Ortagus, the US Department of State spokesperson, stated that the region’s stability and development was directly dependent on respect for human rights. Breaking them violates the principle of autonomy. In response, a representative of the Hong Kong government pointed to the need to maintain order, protect citizens and enforce the law, while the United States was accused of applying double standards. It was emphasized that the situation in Hong Kong belonged to the internal affairs of

---


China. On October 7, the US offered the repressed people the refugee status, which was very badly received in China. Not only the US, but the West as a whole was put to criticism. Interestingly, the state that stands up most strongly for human rights in Hong Kong is not the United States, but Canada. Justin Trudeau, its prime minister, criticizes China for coercive diplomacy and disrespect for HR. He announced that he would take leadership among the states that shared this opinion.

Assuming that human rights are universal and reflect values of all mankind, some differences in their interpretation will exist between the two powers. In particular, civil and political human rights are understood differently, and these differences are due to contrasting cultural backgrounds, not just divergent current policy goals. The US is of the opinion that they are universal in nature, which may, in part, result from American exceptionalism. China, on the other hand, argues that they are regional in nature and should be defined by individual states depending on their level of development, and the use of force in the event of social opposition should be allowed. An additional postulate appears to prioritize individual generations of human rights on two main levels: favoring the economic, social and cultural at the expense of the civil, and of political and collective at the expense of the individual.

HUMAN RIGHTS AS A TOOL TO MAINTAIN INFLUENCE IN HONG KONG

The West’s strongly individualistic concept of human rights has not found understanding in Asia, where more emphasis is placed on collectivism. At the World Conference of Human Rights in Vienna in 1993, according to The Bangkok Declaration of the same year, the delegation of Asian states presented its position on the above differences through the mouth of the head of the Chinese delegation, Liu Huaqui. The level of implementation of human rights results from social, political and cultural conditions, history and values. Therefore, the assumption that human rights are universal is wrong. The realization of human rights in Asia depends on the independence, development as well as state sovereignty, and not the other way around; therefore development aid

cannot be made dependent on the level of implementation and attitude towards HR. The speech also included a straightforward statement about the superiority of values related to the state and society (community) over those related to the individual, as well as the fear of using human rights for the purposes of violating the principle of sovereignty and their politicization.38

On the other hand, there were many voices in Asia, especially among human rights activists, that criticism of the West and the Western concept of HR, and in particular the accusations of imperialist actions, are only an excuse for the lack of action in this regard by Asian politicians.39 These attitudes are expressed in the 1998 Asian Human Rights Charter, which reflects the universal concept of human rights, presented in such documents as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Historical and cultural conditions exist, but they must not disturb the fundamental principle of human rights, where the very fact of being a human being becomes the source of dignity. At the same time, it was emphasized that the main reason for the lack of HR implementation in Asia is poverty (also in developed countries), and fighting it should be the starting point for building a system for the protection of human dignity. From the point of view of the subject of this paper, one of the most significant provisions in the discussed document concerns the experience of colonialism and the indication of democracy and civil society as an important element in achieving the goal assumed in the document: the Asian struggle for rights and freedoms has deep historical roots, in the fight against oppression in civil society and the political oppression of colonialism, and subsequently for the establishment or restoration of democracy. The reaffirmation of rights is necessary now more than ever before. Asia is passing through a period of rapid change, which affects social structures, political institutions and the economy. Traditional values are under threat from new forms of development and technologies, as well as political authorities and economic organizations that manage these changes.40

Adopting the Charter in this form was in contradiction with the Bangkok Declaration. Considered the embodiment of Asian values, it was largely pushed through by the Chinese. Importantly, non-governmental organizations participating in the discussion reported the need to treat human rights in a universal, not regional perspective. Chinese intellectuals also support the universal concept.41 The contemporary debate

on Asian values is largely related to the colonial past. Those states that have achieved a high level of development are looking for ways to maintain this status for longer. These attempts result in forming innovative links between the principles of capitalism, the state and society. Responsibility and subordination of an individual to the community, the role of family ties as well as respect for law and order are of decisive importance here and are presented in contrast with individualistic and at the same time supposed destructive attitudes dominating in the West. Simultaneously, there is an awareness that development is opening the way to democracy, and that this process would be based on collectivism as a system.42

In Asia, we see with the lowest activity towards ratifying international human rights agreements. China in particular takes the view that these issues are within the scope of each state internal decisions,43 and the Communist Party of China has been holding high the banner of democracy and human rights.44 It is important to underline China’s ambivalence towards international agreements, which is partly based on historical experience. In the 19th century, the Opium Wars and a series of “unequal” treaties, including the Nanking Treaty of 1842 handing over Chinese Hong Kong to Britain, became a cause of distrust of international law. In the People’s Republic of China, this distrust has become an instrument of foreign policy and part of the national ideology (especially due to the problem of Taiwan in 1949-71).45 The economic situation in China and the level of development compared to 1993, the dates of the Bangkok Declaration and the Vienna Conference, have improved dramatically, which has not translated into a general improvement in the protection of human rights: only certain groups can take advantage of new opportunities. The votes regarding the effectiveness of the so-called ‘policy of shaming’ are divided. Pressures from outside must go hand in hand with internal pressures.46 Hong Kong’s human rights may be considered an example of the latter by Beijing.

Tradition does not exclude neither democracy nor human rights in China. In the 20th century, some political rights were recognized for their contribution to building and strengthening national unity. These were not the rights that involve citizens in the decision-making process, but, for example, the freedom of the press that allowed them to fight corruption and thus work for the public good.47

Asian, and especially East Asian, values are often equated with Confucianism (as opposed to South Asia with its long tradition of tolerance and respect). Confucianism has been presented as the most important element of the Chinese tradition and the starting point for negating human rights in the Western version (foreign and imperial). However, it should be noticed that philosophy itself, especially from the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, during the Cultural Revolution, met with heated criticism from the authorities. A return to Confucianism only resulted from subsequent liberal aspirations, especially after the events on Tienanmen Square. Its values, especially the demands of harmony and social discipline, were used as an antithesis of personal freedoms and political rights of the first generation. Joseph Chan argues that the basic reasons why Confucianism is viewed as a philosophy that contradicts the universal concept of human rights stem more from their interpretation than essence. Thus, the idea of a community based on family ties does not exclude the individualistic character of human rights, as long as this concept is not treated as a synonym of “selfish.” Moreover, according to the author, hierarchy and paternalism do not mean total subordination, but rather relations based on ren: respect and human dignity. Confucianism assumes that man is a social being and this is the source of his dignity, not the mere fact of being born a human. On the other hand, it does not collide with the fact that people play different roles in society and differ in various ways.

Prof. Wu Teh Yao participated in the work on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which is largely an emanation of Western values of the Enlightenment, supporting the building of an order in which human dignity is the basis of political activities in the world. Both visions of human rights are not mutually exclusive, but require dialogue. However, the danger comes from the use of one or the other for authoritarian or neocolonial practices. Confucianism, present in East Asia, functions in the ethical sphere, not competing with such Enlightenment values as competitiveness, empiricism, pragmatism, and rationality, which are best exemplified in Hong Kong. In essence, human rights should serve to protect an individual from state violence, and this protection should not conflict with the principle of sovereignty. The Bangkok Declaration can be viewed in terms of tactical measures of Asian countries instead of a system of human rights protection. It is the result of the politicization of human rights, which Western states, especially the United States, are often accused of.

Along with globalization, the Fourth Technological Revolution, the emergence of a New Information Order, as well as changes in the World Order in the 21st century, the environment in which human rights are perceived, interpreted and implemented is transforming. The decline in the importance of states in favor of micro-entities53 has far-reaching consequences for HR themselves and for international relations. These changes should be viewed as a challenge rather than a threat. On the one hand, they create opportunities for areas where human rights are not respected and result in the activity of grassroots social movements supported virtually by social media users. At the same time, their massive character, often underestimated by the powers, in the context of the transformation of the World Order may lead to chaos and create conditions for the growing importance of non-transparent non-state entities. Here you can list the Arab Spring, Euromaidan in Ukraine, Sunflower Movement in Taiwan, and the Yellow Umbrella Movement in Hong Kong.54 The Umbrella Movement, as a grassroots social movement aimed at fighting for the postulate of the full implementation of universal suffrage in Hong Kong, has gained both local and global support. Thanks to the coverage in social media, democratization postulates, a common identity based on human rights, freedom of speech, and respect for diversity have been heard and supported by citizens all over the world.55

Another wave of protests in Hong Kong, launched in March 2019, was triggered by plans to change the Fugitive Offenders Ordinance to legalize extradition to China. The April protests were attended by 130,000 people, the largest number since the 2014 Umbrella Movement for universal suffrage. Despite these numbers, demonstrations did not attract China’s attention until June, and there has been a US response since July.56 Hong Kong head of administration Carrie Lam announced in August that the extradition treaty would be withdrawn from the vote, but protesters expressed concern that this could be blocked by a pro-Chinese majority in the Legislative Council.57 At the same time, during a Regular Press Conference on July 23, 2019 Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Hua Chunying accused the US of inspiring, coordinating and even actively organizing the protests. She also explicitly stated that since Hong Kong belonged to China, Beijing would not tolerate interference in its internal affairs.

There were also harsh words that US should withdraw its dirty hands from Hong Kong as soon as possible.  

In the opinion of human rights monitoring organizations in the world, Xi Jinping’s China is characterized by increasing brutality in combating internal elements acting for respect for human rights throughout the country, not only in Hong Kong. Street protests in many countries, including Algeria, Sudan, Lebanon, Iraq, Bolivia, Russia, and Belarus in 2020, did not receive clear and unequivocal support from the Western states. This attitude seems to confirm the Chinese position that human rights are not only a matter for internal state decisions, but are more of a political tactic than a universal principle.

According to a report by Amnesty International, Hong Kong experienced a sharp decline in respect for human rights in 2019. It mainly concerned the right to assembly and freedom of expression. The authors of the report saw the reasons for this in the attempt to apply the concept of national security adopted in mainland China. The aforementioned Extradition Bill (Fugitive Offenders and Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters Legislation Bill) would mean the application of Chinese criminal law to the people of Hong Kong. Massive and violent protests were met with police brutality. Signatories of an open letter to the Hong Kong authorities, sent by independent civil society activists in February 2020, called for compliance with international human rights law and an end to repression of protesters. The letter mentioned the use of torture against, among others, media representatives and independent observers.

In the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, decisions beyond its autonomy are made by the Basic Law Committee, the advisory body of China’s most important legislative body: the National People’s Congress. This is a solution typical of authoritarian regimes in which the control mechanisms of the rule of law do not exist or are dysfunctional. As a result of the above interpretation of national security applied by China, human rights and their implementation constitute a threat to security rather than its condition as in the liberal order. The events in China provoked protests not only from the US and Western countries, but also the United Nations and a body of experts.

---


The criticism concerns the compliance of the law made by China regarding HKSAR with the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The allegations also concern the lack of specifying which activities threatening national security may be penalized. This applies in particular to terrorist activities and the activities of foreign entities that interfere with Hong Kong’s internal affairs. Too broad an understanding of the above may result in limitations of fundamental personal and political rights and freedoms. Experts express outright concern that the National Security Law will harm the rights and activities of civil society organizations, including human rights defenders. Hong Kong NGOs have also submitted a proposal to revise the provisions of the ICCPR based on the experience of the protests in the Region. On July 3, 2020, the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (UN Human Rights) expressed concern over a series of arrests of demonstrators. Spokesperson Rupert Colville drew attention to article 29 of the National Security Law, which punishes collusion with a foreign country or with external elements to endanger national security.

Entering into a polemic with entities criticizing the above article, the Department of Justice of The Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region cites examples of actions that are subject to penalization, such as the use of violence, participation in hostile activities against China, and disrupting the implementation of HK-SAR policy. The reference to provoking by unlawful means hatred among Hong Kong residents towards the Central People’s Government or the HKSAR government which is likely to cause serious consequences gives the impression that it refers directly to the previously discussed threat to China’s influence in Hong Kong more through internal than external elements. China pays special attention to students from China and Hong Kong. It has been noted that those studying at universities in the United States are subject to intimidation and repression and have limited freedom of speech. Control and repression also apply to Internet activity, especially in social media. Public expression of views conflicting with the position of the Chinese Communist Party causes repression.
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and China also plans to limit the number of international research projects and the possibility of higher education for its citizens in the US.68

**CONCLUSIONS**

In China’s policy towards Hong Kong, we are dealing with a situation where the constructivist assumption that the interests of the state derive from the identity of values have been reversed. Based on its interests, the state has reinterpreted the values, stressing these that are convenient for it. Thus, the split between Asian and Confucian on the one hand and Western and liberal on the other hand has become more dramatic.

The pragmatic foundations of Hong Kong’s development gave its inhabitants a space to formulate and articulate needs away from ideological restraints. This is especially true for students to whom trauma of Tiananmen Square has highlighted a sensitivity to human rights as a symbol of the island’s freedom. The high level of economic development and the quality of life have strengthened civil society and resulted in a sense of distance and independence. Confucianism in its essence is not seen as contrary to but supportive of human rights. Neither does tradition exclude democracy in East Asia.

China and the USA do politicize human rights because these rights have become the carrier of the vision of the world and of the values on which the World Order has been built or will be rebuilt. The tactical and strategic use of human rights by Western states as well only strengthens the Chinese message that they belong to the sphere of internal and sovereign decisions of each country. China uses this rhetoric not only with regard to the discussed autonomous region of Hong Kong and supplements it with strict control or decomposition of the rule of law mechanisms. The activities of activists and non-governmental organizations working to respect human rights are included in the category of ‘external pressure,’ which in turn is perceived as a threat to Chinese control over Hong Kong.
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